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GV faces
lawsuit over
guinea pig
BY LIZZY BALBOA
GVL NEWS EDITOR

espite many media claims that a
Grand Valley State University student
has sued the school over housing ac
commodations, university officials deny hav
ing been served a lawsuit at this time.
“We have not received notification of the
lawsuit," said Dottie Barnes, commu
nications specialist
in News and Infor
mation
Services.
“It has not reached
Grand Valley yet.”
However, a legal
notice for the case
confirms that GVSU
student
Kendra
Velzen, 28, and the
Fair Housing Cen
ter of West Michi
gan have formally
filed a complaint
against GVSU and
a few of its admin
BARNES
istrators for violat
ing the federal Fair
Housing Act, Re
habilitation Act and
Michigan Persons
"We have
with
Disabilities
not received
Civil Rights Act.
notification of
According
to
the lawsuit. It
the filed complaint,
has not reached
Velzen requested to
Grand Valley
keep a pet guinea
yet" -;
pig in her Calder

D

Courtesy Photo / mattboydphoto.com
All MADE up:The crew films on the set of a past episode of MTV's "MADE."The show will be holding auditions for GVSU students tomorrow.

MTV's MADE visits GV
BY SARAH HILLENBRAND
GVL STAFF WRITER

Grand Valley State Univer
sity and MTV’s “MADE” have
one common goal: to make stu
dents’ dreams come true.
That’s why the producer of
the television show is holding
a casting session for the Allen
dale students on Friday.
"MTV offered to bring a
casting session to Grand Valley,” said Michelle Burke,
director of GVSU’s Office of

Student Life. "We want to do
something positive and that’s
what we liked about ‘MADE.’
It helps students reach their
goals."
MTV is going to six or seven
other schools in Michigan, as
well as to other states, to hold
casting sessions for the college
edition of “MADE, said Ryan
McRae, an MTV casting assis
tant for the show.”
In past seasons, high school
students were chosen to appear
on the show.

"We were looking to age up
the show more,” McRae said.
“For college students, it’s more
to help students with a bigger
dream of theirs and give them a
bigger stake in their future.”
The casting assistant said
students who want to be on
the show will first be given
individual interviews with the
producer, who will ask about
their goals, why they need help
to achieve them and what life
SEE MTV, A3
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"We're looking to age
up the show more, for
college students, it's
more to help students
with a bigger dream of
theirs and give them
a bigger stake in their
future."

of Chicago’s consulate and
meet the new consulate there,
followed by a meal at a Pol
ish restaurant with authentic
food, as well as shopping.
Gary Stark, associate dean of
GVSU’s College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences, will attend
the trip as well to meet with
the Polish diplomats.
Szocinski said the trip is

apartment — de
spite GVSU Hous
ing and Residence
DOTTIE BARNES
Life policy allowing
NEWS AND
only non-predatory
INFORMATION
fish and approved
SERVICES
service animals on
campus — at the
recommendation
of her therapist to
help her cope with
depression and a
severe heart condition.
Velzen is not alone in requesting to keep
pets in the dormitories for health purposes.
"It’s not that unusual ” said Andy Beachnau, director of Housing and Health Services
and a defendant in the case. “Usually we re
spond to them in a way that’s supportive of
their academic success.”
However, the complaint reported that the
university denied Velzen’s appeal three times
— despite presenting a prescription from her
therapist — before allowing her to keep the
pet temporarily.
Despite the claims made about the rejec
tion of Velzen’s request, university officials
report that they conceded in allowing the
guinea pig to live in the dorm since October
2011.
“As you know, our housing contract stip
ulates that only service animals are permit
ted,” said Matt McLogan, vice president of
University Relations. “Ms. Velzen asked the
university to make an exception in her case,
and we did so ... In allowing this exception
to our rule about pets, we requested that Ms.
Velzen follow common-sense precaution by
keeping the rodent in her room and that she
not take it with her to class, the dining hall or
other common areas of the campus.”
University officials could not comment
on the terms of the lawsuit, for which they
have not yet received documents, but offi-

SEE POLISH, A3

SEE LAWSUIT, A3
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MTV CASTING
ASSISTANT

KLUB POLSKI TAKES ON CHICAGO

Courtesy Photo / Shawn Wooster
Worlds collide: Members of Klub Polski, GVSU's Polish Club, pose for the camera during their winter trip to the Consulate General in Chicago.

GV Polish Club members visit Consulate General of the Republic of Poland in Chicago
BY ANYA ZENTMEYER
GVL MANAGING EDITOR

Twelve members from
Grand Valley State Univer
sity’s Polish club, Klub Polski.
aren’t spending today in class
rooms. but rather with handson educational trip to Chicago
for the group’s second trip to
the Consulate General of the
Republic of Poland, which is
based there.

Organized by Polish lan
guage professor Eva Lewak,
students visited the consulate
for the first time over the win
ter holidays for a dinner shared
with students from other uni
versities.
“We met with other schools
and other students from North
western — mainly Chicago
schools,” said Jacob Szocinski, president of Klub Polski
and a GVSU senior. ”... I think

we were the only out-of-state
school. The consulate only
sponsors a few schools; they
don’t sponsor every school
with a Polish Gub. That’s why
our professor did a really great
job, she helped set us up with
that connection and I know
they’re providing books and
games and other things for the
club and classes.”
This time, students from
Klub Polski will take a tour

http://www.gvsuoffcampushousing.com
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Haas recognized as outstanding alum by U of M
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Grand Valley State University President Thomas
;j. Haas received an Outstanding Alumni award from
;Tthe University of Michigan School of Public Health's
Environmental Health Sciences Department. Haas
was honored at a March 23 ceremony.
President Haas earned a master's degree in envi
ronmental health sciences from U of M in 1977; he
aiso earned a master's in chemistry from U of M in
1976. Haas is an honors graduate of the U.S. Coast
[Guard Academy. He also has a master's degree in hu>man resources management from Rensselaer Poly
technic Institute and a doctorate in chemistry from the
University of Connecticut.
>
Haas is a retired captain after 23 years of commisioned service in the USCG and is an internationally
recognized expert in hazardous material transportaion, strategic planning and higher education leaderhip. Just prior to his appointment as president of
Grand Valley in 2006, he was president of the State
[University of NewYork-Cobleskill.
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[Deadline approaches for philanthropy fellowship
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Students at Grand Valley State University who
;wish to apply for the Kathy A. Agard or Joel J. Orosz
•fellowships with the Johnson Center must do so be- fore Monday.
.
The Kathy A. Agard Fellowship in Community Phi
lanthropy is designed to assist students, either gradu
ate or undergraduate, in any major or prograrjn, who
is interested in studying community philanthropy,
including individual giving, community foundations,
• giving circles, nonprofit organizations, public founda
tions and related topics.
> The fellowship was started by colleagues and
^friends of Kathy Agard in recognition of her years of
[service, dedication and the impact she made on the
field of community philanthropy.
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iV to host regional PR conference
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More than 120 students are coming to Grand Rap.jds from universities throughout Michigan and Ohio
[to explore opportunities in public relations careers.
[.The regional conference, hosted by the Grand Valley
-^Public Relations Student Society of America, is a two»day event that will take place April 13 and 14 in down
town Grand Rapids at the Amway Grand Plaza Hotel.
The conference, entitled "LimitlessPR: Creating
pour future in GR," will give students an opportunity
tour the city and visit public relations offices at Hell\en DeVos Children's Hospital, the MLive Media Hub
[and the puBItc relations firm Lambert, Edwards and
•Associates.
'■
Students will hear public relations speakers from a
variety of industries including tourism, sports, educa
tion and government. Michele Begnoche, communi
cations'spectelistfrorti the Puffe’ MiCh'lgrart cartlf}a1$h',J
will give the keynote speech.
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Courtesy Photo / Svetoslav Pavlov

Russian Community School: Svetoslav Pavlov poses with kids of Russian immigrants and refugees and kids adopted from the
countries of the former USSR.The school was formed two years ago and now reaches more than 30 children in the area.
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GV students, faculty work to integrate Russian community into GR
BY BRIANA DOOLAN
GVLA&E EDITOR
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raid Valley State
University profes
sors and students are
working together to integrate
the Russian community in
the Grand Rapids area.
GVSU professor Sveto
slav Pavlov and junior Mi
chael Martin, among oth
ers, are helping teach the
Russian language to kids
of Russian immigrants and
refugees and the kids adopt
ed from the countries of the
former USSR.
“It’s important for two
main reasons,” Pavlov said.
“It’s important for the Russian community — for the
children in the Russian com
munity, because without the
school many parents (would
be) struggling to encourage
their kids to use the Russian
language in their homes, es
pecially if only one parent
speaks Russian ”
The Russian Community
School, as the effort is called

by Pavlov and Martin, was
formed two years ago where
it struggled with a lack of
teachers. In September of
2011, with the help of Pav
lov and Martin, the school
began accomplishing many
more goals. The program
now reaches more than 30
kids and numerous families.
Martin was asked by
Pavlov at the beginning of
the year if he wanted to help
teaching the kids the lan
guage.
‘‘I jumped at the oppor
tunity — it’s really pretty
much as simple as that,”
Martin said.
Pavlov said when stu
dents and teachers get together, the environment is
much more informal and ev
eryone can be comfortable
practicing the language.
“The environment helps
motivate them,” Pavlov said.
“It’s not like their parents
are imposing it on them, it’s
a natural environment and
it’s much more acceptable.”
Pavlov and Martin also
4
f.
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CORRECTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS
At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or
by emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.

VOLUME 46, NUMBER 55
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
is published twice-weekly by
Grand Valley State University
students 62 times a year.
One copy of this newspaper
is available free of charge to
any member of the Grand
Valley Community.
For additional copies, please
contact our business offices.
POSTMASTER: Please send
form 3579 to Grand Valley
Lanthorn, 0051 Kirkhof,
Grand Valley State University,
Allendale, Ml, 49401
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explained the huge benefit
for GVSU students.
“It’s a lot of fun, and it’s
nice to be able to help out,
but the most important thing
for me personally is the abil
ity to use my language and
to experience Russian Cul
ture first hand,” Martin said.
“It’s extremely rare to find
such a great opportunity to
speak with natives, and it
helps out a ton when learn
ing the language.”
Pavlov said the arrange
ment is mutually beneficial
for thp community and the
university.
“It benefits the com
munity because they get
assistance from the univer
sity and the students at the

university can get first hand
language and cultural expe
rience,” Pavlov said. “I think
in general, it also helps with
the university’s image in the
community.
Because GVSU has been
working close with all of
these kids, Pavlov said that
at least most of these kids
will considers GVSU for
college later in life.
“We expect at least some
of them will come here as
GVSU students,” Pavlov
said.
For more information on
the program check out the
Facebook page by typing
“Russian School in Grand
Rapids” into the search bar.
arts @ lanthorn .com
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"The environment helps motivate them.
It's not like their parents are imposing it
on them, it's a natural environment and
it's much more acceptable."
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Courtesy Photo / Shawn Wooster

Consultations in the consulate: Klub Polski members enjoy each other's company during their
winter visit to the Consulate General of the Republic of Poland in Chicago.The club returns today.

POLISH
continued from A1

significant for Klub Polski
members mainly because it
gives students a chance to
immerse themselves in the
culture as well as establish
connections.
“Last time we were there
I went to the store and just
got to see a lot of the people
around there speaking Pol
ish,” he said. “It’s kind of al
most like being in Poland, in
a sense, without actually go
ing there. But you get to see
all of the food they eat — a
lot of the food there is im
ported from Poland — and
you can see what a grocery
store looks like in Poland.”
Outside of the club, the
Padnos International Cen
ter at GVSU administers its
own study abroad trip to Po
land, a partnership between
the university and Cracow
University of Economics,
that has been in existence
since 1975.
“When we talk about
exchanges, we’re talking
about sending students to
Poland, their students com
ing here and also there’s an
exchange on the faculty and
staff level,” said Meaghann
Myers-Smith,
a
study
abroad advisor at PIC. “So,
we have a history of hav
ing sent GVSU faculty and
staff to Cracow University
of Economics and they have
faculty and staff coming
here, so it’s the exchange of
ideas and teaching and so

LAWSUIT
continued from A1

cials expressed displeasure
in the thought of facing le
gal action after allegedly
making the exception at the
student’s request.
“We are disappointed
that Ms. Velzen’s lawyers
filed a lawsuit rather than
pursue resolution of the
matter through the Michi
gan Department of Civil
Rights, which the university
had agreed to do,” McLogan
said.
Velzen declined to com
ment on the lawsuit, but
Elizabeth Stoddard of the
FHC said the nonprofit or
ganization is acting as a
plaintiff in the case to make
sure future students are ac
commodated more easily
than Velzen was.

MTV
continued from A1

is like for them.
“We don’t have a spe
cific number of students
we’re looking for,” he said.
“It depends on the turnout
and the students. We might
find a few students from one
school and none from an
other.”
If chosen to be on the
show, MTV will provide
the student with a coach to
help him or her accomplish
a goal; or in the case of high
schools students, teach them
to do what they dream of
being or doing. The coach
es go through an interview
as well, and are matched
with students based on their
qualifications for meeting
the particular goal, McRae
said. The coach then helps

forth happening at that level
as well.”
Students can take se
mester-long or academic
year-long trips there, and al
though economic, business
and international relations
majors might benefit the
most from Cracow Univer
sity of Economics in partic
ular, students can still knock
out theme requirements
through the program, too.
Myers-Smith said GVSU
has a very flexible study
abroad policy, so students
who might not find GVSU’s
program the right fit but who
still want to study in Poland
can do so through other
organizations where they
would still maintain their
student status at GVSU and
receive credits for their time,
but they wouldn’t have to
pay any university costs for
the semester than they are in
a non-GVSU program.
“One of the cool things
with studying in Poland, is
that the Polish government
provides a stipend to stu
dents studying there,” My
ers-Smith said, adding that
stipend money comes out to
about $330 U.S. dollars, to
help cover the costs of liv
ing while there.
But for students like
Szocinski, whose parents
are from Poland and whose
relatives still reside there,
studying the language, cul
ture and customs is about
more than just the extra
cash.
“I speak (Polish) at

“The process by which
she was finally able to attain
the guinea pig was not an
amenable process and it was
not an amicable process,”
Stoddard said.
The university said they
will issue further comments
after receiving notification
of its legitimacy.
The plaintiffs filed the
complaint on March 30, and
the case has since been as
signed to Judge Robert Hol
mes Bell of the U.S. District
Court for the Western Dis
trict of Michigan.
Velzen’s attorney, Ste
phen Dane, issued proposed
summons for the case on
Tuesday, but these have not
yet been served to the po
tential defendants, who are
listed in the civil docket as:
Grand Valley State Univer
sity; Grand Valley State Uni-

the student with their goal
for several weeks, all while
being filmed.
Burke said the show
coming to campus provides
a rare opportunity for many
students.
“They’re looking for the
best stories and most inter
esting people,” she said.
“And Grand Valley does
have lots of terrific students
whfo have big dreams.”
After the casting session
is over, MADE producer
Nathan Johnson has also
agreed to stay after and talk
to film and video students
about his career.
"We wanted to make
it an educational opportu
nity so that students could
learn what it’s like from
somebody doing the show,”
Burke said.
Junior DeLain Bomer,

home,” he said. “We talk
on the phone in Polish — I
mean, my whole family is
over there, so I have to com
municate somehow with my
grandparents.”
Szocinski started Klub
Polski in the fall and they’re
already up to about 20 mem
bers.
He said anyone can join
the club, even if they don’t
speak fluent Polish or aren’t
Polish language majors.
“Pretty much anyone can
join,” he said. “We’re trying
to promote the culture, in a
sense, and that’s kind of the
main thing. We also want
to form a group of students
that are close with each oth
er that share the interest.”
Recently, the Klub Polski
attended a Griffin’s hockey
game with Grand Rapids’
Polish Heritage Society.
Come next fall, Szocinski
said they’re taking their bi
weekly meetings on the road
— spending less time in the
classroom and more time
actually experiencing Polish
heritage in the area.
“So next year, we’re
planning on going to differ
ent places for our meetings;
more trips together, to kind
of become closer as a club,”
he said.
Students who are inter
ested in joining, or learn
ing more about Klub Polski
should contact Szocinski at
szocinsj@mail.gvsu.edu.
managingeditor@
lanthorn.com

Courtesy Photo / Jenn Lumetta

On display:The AIGA Grand Valley group, an organization for graphic design students,
hosts their fourth-annual Pattern Poster show, exhibiting 17 student and alumni artists
from Grand Valley State University.This year's theme for the posters was "underwater.'The
posters are still on display for exhibition and for sale at Gallery 31 Fine Art andTattoo.
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Student Senate Elections started April 2nd
and ends April 7th
KATHLEEN ROSS
Class Standing: Junior
Campus Involvamant: Alpha Omicron PI Sorority; Campus Ministries; Teachers of

McLOGAN

versity’s Board of Regents;
Andy Beachnau, director of
housing and health services;
Brenda Mitchner; associate
director of housing and resi
dence life-operations; Leena
Karsan, living center direc
tor of Niemeyer and Kath
leen Vanderveen, director of
disability support services.
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who dual majors in film and
video as well as advertis
ing and public relations, is
planning to attend after the
casting is over to talk to the
producer.
*
“It is an open network
ing opportunity,” DeLain
said. "It will be interesting
to learn more about it [the
business!”
Students who are plan
ning to participate in the
casting session must fill out
a packet and register for
a time slot in the Office of
Student Life.
“We are excited to come
to Grand Valley and meet the
students,” McRae said. "For
those who are trying out,
have fun and relax. Show
energy and passion for your
goal. Just be yourself and
don’t be nervous.”
shillenhrand® lanthorn £om
•«
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Tomorrow; Student Receptionist at School of Computing and Information Systems
Office
Platform: Student government has always been an interest of mine. I was a mem
ber of Class Council my sophomore and junior years of high school and served as
Student Council President my senior year. I love being involved at Grand Valley and
participating in various organizations, sp when a friend approached me about run
ning for Student Senate, I thought It was a great idea. I want to join Student Senate
because I want to make sure all student voices are heard. As a member of large and
small organizations on campus, I want to ensure that all groups are heard and ca
tered to, regardless of the size. In addition, I want to work on creating a safer campus
where various lifestyles, beliefs and viewpoints are shared in an open environment.
Grand Valley is a fairly accepting community, but I feel there could be more Student
Senate sponsored events that cultivate a sense of acceptance throughout the com
munity. I will take this positing very seriously and would very much appreciate your
vote!
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BRENNEN GORMAN
Class Standing: Junior
Campus Involvamant: Student Senate - Vice President of Educational Affairs
Platform: Hello everyone. My name is Brennen Gorman ancj I am headed into my
fourth year at Grand Valley and my fourth year on Student Senate. I have spent the
past year working as the Vice President of Educational Affairs. I am proud to say that
this past year was one of the most successful years that the committee Has had. I have
worked hard this year to ensure that as marry academic issues brought to us were .
addressed and in most cases a solution found-! want to keep making Senate more
approachable because we know there are problems out there and more often than
not we have the relationships built to help fix them at an administrative level. At the
very least we are informed enough to help answer your questions. If elected again
I will ensure that any concerns you have will be addressed in the upcoming year by
continuing to reform the way Senate functions. With three years of experience I now
knqiw where most of the larger cracks In the system are.

.

All candidate names and profile information provided by Student Senate
Xetuousi lAoice&eAea/uldt:

www.gvsu.edu/studentsenate
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Do you think the lawsuit against the university is justified?

^ Are you going to vote in Student Senate elections?

^

Vote online at lanthorn.com

^ YES 36% NO 64%
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ANIMAL HOUSE
W

hile no one is debating the
validity of service animals for
persons with disabilities or even
the therapeutic nature of pets, the current
pending lawsuit against Grand Valley State
University toes the line of when a pet is a
necessity and when a request for an animal
can be reasonably denied.
However, whether or not you think
Calder resident Kendra Velzen, 28, should
have been allowed to keep a guinea pig
in her on-campus efficiency apartment
Rafter her therapist recommended she get
.an animal to deal with heart problems and
depression, the answer is a moot point.

That’s because, as Vice President of Public
Relations Matt McLogan told the Lanthorn,
Velzen had been allowed to have the pet
since October 2011.
While Velzen’s lawsuit over the animal
could have been justified if the university
had denied her the animal outright or not
offered her other channels to address her
grievances, suing GVSU seems like an
overreaction. Yes, Velzen had to submit
three appeals to be able to keep the pet —
the basis for Velzen and the Fair Housing
Center of West Michigan to pursue the
lawsuit — but consider how many requests
GVSU must get each semester from stu

Though emotional dependencies on pets is
common, it may not warrant a full-blown lawsuit

dents submitting bogus claims in hopes of
being able to keep an animal.
That’s not to say Velzen’s claim is
bogus, but if she has a legitimate need for
some kind of coping mechanism, then who
is to say that there aren’t 100 other students
who live on GVSU’s campus who have the
same, legitimate need but have found some
kind of alternative. It’s akin to the “slippery
slope” principle — if the university makes
an exception in this case, it’s opening up a
can of worms for a whole other category
of exceptions that students can, and most
likely will, take full advantage of — and
therein the real problem lies.

There are plenty of legitimate reasons
for the university’s no-pets policy — in
cluding interconnected air shafts that
can lead to an animal in one room of a
residence hall setting off the allergies of
another current or future resident — and
while Velzen’s reasons for wanting the
guinea pig may have been just as valid, that
doesn’t mean that request doesn’t need to
be thoroughly vetted.
Animals can be the closest kind of confi
dant, but part of maturing is being able to
let go of those emotional attachments and
find more plausible ways to feel comfort
able in your own skin.

: QUESTION OFTHE ISSUE

^Should students with doctor's
! notes be able to have pets in
; on-campus housing?
"No. As someone also suffering
from severe mental illness, I think
it would be unfair to the rest of the
student population."

A
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BRIANNE MCBRYDE
Junior, illustration
Lowell, Mich.

"No, Doctor's notes are for being
excused from class, not to cling
onto some childhood connection
with your pet. Get a stuffed
animal."

ELIZABETH KILLIAN
Sophomore, undecided
Hersey, Mich.

"It's against dorm policy and if
one person is allowed to have a
pet, then soon everyone will be
trying to fit the policy to bring their
pets from home onto campus.
Ridiculous."

|k

JOSE RODRIGUEZ
Freshman, art education
Muskegon, Mich.

"Yes, they definitely should.
Animals are therapeutic and help
bring meaning into peoples'
lives. If roommates are OK with it,
there is no reason why the school
shouldn't be as well."
ERIN CRAFT-OTTERBACHER
Sophomore, nursing
Grand Rapids, Mich.

"Students should be allowed
to have pets on camps with
a doctor's note because a pet
could help them in their health.
Students are not just having pets
just to have around, but for a good
reason."
MARIA ALMAZAN
Sophomore, nursing
Fennville, Mich.
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GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand
; Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
! topics of interest to the Grand Val1 ley Community Student opinions
do not reflect those of the Grand
{ Valley Lanthorn
[ The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
< offers three vehicles of expres! sion for reader opinions: letters
! to the editor, guest columns and
) phone responses
j Letters must include the author's
• name and be accompanied by
• current picture identification if
• dropped off in person. Letters will
~ be checked by an employee of the
Orand Valley lanthorn
•

letters appear as space permits
each issue The limit for letter
length is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns
for length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed
The Grand Valley lanthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or
e mail typographic errors
The name of the author may be
withheld for compelling reasons
The content, information and views
expressed are not approved by nor
necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff
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Dating in college, part 8: Facebook official?

m
BY CHRIS SLATTERY
GVL COLUMNIST

Guess who’s back? Back
again?
Yes, it’s Chris Slattery,
love guru. But, unlike the
Mike Myers movie, 1 won’t
set your expectations too
high. And. unlike the Mi
chael Myers movie, I won’t
murder you on Halloween
(I’m more of a Friday the
13th guy anyways).
The reason I wanted to
reexamine this crazy little
thing called college relation
ships was to tackle a very
important issue (because
tackling anything else would
require some kind of athletic
ability, which I lack). It’s
a subject you are familiar
with if you’ve been in any

kind of relationship: Are we
Facebook official?
First of all, we should
really define what that
means because it’s hard to
tell if you’re in something.
if you don’t know what it
is. It’s like the opposite of a
surprise party in that respect.
Committing to a relation
ship on Facebook can seem
like that step before the
promise ring. It means yeah,
I dig you in a way that the
Internet should know about.
Sandwiched in between a
YouTube video of a toddler
and a “Like” for “That face
Spongebob makes when
he realizes Squidward
like Krabby Patties” is my
declaration to you — nay,
the world — that I have
probably made out with this
person. It’s getting pretty
serious.
But how serious? What
does that “In a Relationship”
step mean for the couple and

the parties involved (usually
just the two)? We have all
hear the adage, “It’s not
official until it’s on Facebook,” similar to the one
around my apartment: “It’s
not a movie if it’s not on
Netflix.” The notion that a
relationship isn’t legitimate *
until it’s announced on one
website seems rather silly at
a glance. We’re like selfish
honeymakers that way; it’s
none of their beeswax.
Although, when you
think about it, how stable is
a relationship that refuses to
go public? It’s a conflicting
message coming from a per
son who despises celebrity
gossip (honestly, unless it’s
me, I don’t care who Elisha
Cuthbert is dating), but if
you truly feel something for
someone else and they feel
the same way (you assume),
letting other people in on it
seems like the best way to
show you’re ready for com

mitment. If you two break
up, you’re no longer simply
letting the other person
down, but all of the people
who rooted for this relation
ship to work. You’re in for a
tractor trailer, the long haul.
See, becoming Facebook
official isn’t really about the
voyeurs out there as much
as it’s about how much
you’re willing to go all in
(which is a poker metaphor
and not a euphemism).
There is a certain confidence
when you decide to tell
other people, and chicks dig
confidence.
Too bad you just became
Facebook official.
So, what about it? Are
we “In a Relationship?” To
be fair, there are plenty of
social factors that need to
be taken into consideration
first.
For now. It’s Compli
cated.
cslattery @ lanthorn £om

Chasing the Sky: Best of Grand Rapids
they deserve. Here are just
a few I’ve had the pleasure
of working with. I only had
room for three, so expect
more later.
JuxTApose
I may be biased when it
BY KEVIN VANANTWERPEN
GVL COLUMNIST
comes to this band. Trevor
Atkinson (the sleek, sexy
I’ve had more opportu
front man/guitar god) and
nity than most to witness
Cassidy Warner (that awk
how uncompromisingly
ward nerdy chick behind
awesome the Grand Rapids
music scene is. Those hours the keyboard) perform in
Chasing the Sky as well.
when I’m not scrawling
But don’t let that fool you.
notes behind a desk in
JuxTApose sounds nothing
a GVSU class room, or
like CTS (and I’m not go
half-as sing my way around
ing to lie, they’re 100 fold
a bass guitar fretboard, I
better). Imagine Maroon
write about West Michi
5 injected with Jimmy
gan entertainment. This
Hendrix. Throw in some
month I got to cover one
hyperactive keyboards
of our city’s most success
and bass lines that on their
ful bands. La Dispute, who
own make bassist Jared
have toured with Thursday
Williams the sexiest man
and Thrice and are now
alive (not to mention that
on their own nationwide
jaw line and cold, stem
headlining tour. But there
are also plenty of other art- <t James Bond attitude). They
recently released their debut
ists m the area who haven’t
EP. “World of Trouble”
yet gotten the recognition

Quite possibly the best
thing you’ll hear coming
from GR.
Christopher Andrus/Bless
You Boys
Even before I was in the
studio recording my parts
for Chasing the Sky with
Chris Andrus as producer,
he probably the local musi
cian I idolized most. His
former band. Bless You
Boys, kicked out two
incredible albums (“Armed
to the Teeth” and “The Still
Life,” with the former being
my favorite.) I’ve never
heard anyone with a voice
more suited to carry highenergy, arena-rock ballads.
Hell, I’ve never met anyone
with a more suitable voice
for any sort of music.
Heavier Than Air Flying
Machines
On listening to
HTAFM’s debut album.
“Siam,” you may think it’s
members are absolutely out
of their minds. The album

is much like Christmas with
your extended family —
noisy and utterly chaotic.
Maybe it’s punk. Maybe
it’s hardcore. I heard a guy
call it nu-punk. So I guess
we’ll go with that. The bass
is constantly grabbing your
attention by the throat and
holding it within inches
of suffocation. Vocalist
Jaymes Pyne shouts and
wails his over-the-top
lyrics (“The equinox is
heightened at the zenith
of a paradox”). Oh yeah,
and he sometimes sings
too. Oh yeah, and these
guys actually aren’t crazy.
They’re pretty nice dudes.
At least I haven’t seen
them try to stab anyone yet.
Buy “Siam” on iTunes. It’s
worth it. Oh, you should
listen to Chasing the Sky
too. I hear that band’s great,
even if they’re complete
jerks.
kvanantwerpen @
lanthorn .com
♦'
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These images are a preview of REACT, a final
show for the senior graphic design students at
GVSU. REACT consists of twelve individual proj
ects that represents each student's style and inspirations.The show is a part of ART. DOWNTOWN.,
which consists of 300 artists in 30 destinations in
downtown Grand Rapids on April 13.

*

»

*

Top: Each of the designers in REACT photographed
by Robert Mathews. Left: Screen-printed typogra
phy by Meagan Norman-Meadows.
•
Center: An interactive wheel encouraging people
to take action and save the environment by Chel
sea Godmer. Right: A page from a book designed
by Adrienne Vander Veen.
\
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How to sourid'liKe yipu passed English 101
English
grammarone of the most important
subjects in school and the
subject that gets the most
eye rolls. Just because
you passed your English
101 course doesn’t mean
you’re the next Ernest
Hemingway. It means you
know how to use a period
and exclamation mark.
Maybe. Hopefully.
If we all have taken
an English class (or ev
eryone’s favorite Writing
150), then why do so many
people act like they’ve
never had a grammar
class before? Using wrong
words, not knowing what
a contraction is, spelling a
second grade word wrong
when you’re in college?
Let’s take advantage of
those thousands of dollars
that will send us into debt
for years. Let’s sound like
we’re getting a college de
gree and embrace the won
derful (and extremely tor
tuous) English language.
Is there a petition out
there that can ban a word
from the English lan
guage? No? Ok, let’s start
one on the word “liter
ally,” the no. 1 word when
used incorrectly—which
is about 95 percent of the
time —makes you sound
like you haven’t stepped
foot inside a school.
“I am literally dying of
laughter.” Really? Then
why are you texting that
to me? Why are you tak
ing your last breaths of
life commenting on your
friend’s hilarious Facebook status? Why isn’t
anyone calling 9-1-1? Get
off the internet and call the
freakin’ ambulance! Yes,
it’s the 21st century so we
have to document our ev
ery action on Facebook,
Twitter and Foursquare.
But please, if you’re liter
ally dying of laughter, do
yourself a huge favor and

go to the emergency ward.
“Oh my god, my blood
is literally boiling.” Are
you for real? How did
you magically bring your
blood’s temperature to
212 degrees Fahrenheit
and live to tell people?
Man, and people complain
about having a 104 degree
temperature. They’ve got
nothing on you. If you
need to catch an ambu
lance, there’s a guy about
to pass by who’s dying of
laughter. Maybe you can
carpool? You know, save
some gas?
“Literally” is not an ex
aggeration and 95 percent
of the time, it is used as an
exaggeration. No, you’re
not dying of laughter, your

stomach is just cramping
up, and no, you’re blood
is not literally boiling.
You’re just extremely an
gry. But what is possible
is that you’ll be chased
around campus the next
time you use “literally”
wrong.
Now, most grammar
mistakes come from writ
ing. The apostrophe is just
as dreadful to written com
munication as “literally”
is to oral communication.
Welcome to the wonderful
world of contractions!
Contractions 101. An
apostrophe, most of the
time, creates the contrac
tion (“they’re” “you’re,”
“it’s”). See the little com
ma looking thing hanging

up in the air? Well, that’s
what English people like
to call an apostrophe used
in a contraction. So, after
reading this, you should
never mistake “they’re”
(they are) for “their” (more
than one person who pos
sess something) or “there”
(a place), and “you’re”
(you are) should never
be mistaken for “your” (a
possessive).
All of them used in a
sentence—their blood is
boiling so we have to take
them to the hospital. It’s
about five miles away so
you’re going to have to
drive your car right there

in the driveway because
you can’t use “literally”
correctly. That’s your pun
ishment.
Well, since we’re talk
ing about written gram
mar problems that send
all English people into
a frenzy, let’s talk about
“definitely” and “defiant
ly.” The word with an “a”
means you’re a rebel, and
yes you are because you
refuse to use “literally”
correctly. Think of it this
way, the word with an “a”
means rebel, which makes
you everyone’s favorite
swear word that begins
with an “a.” You are defi

ant because you skippeid
all your English 101 clash
es. “Definitely” means, ‘[I
will definitely remember
my contractions.”
Just make sure you
understand these things
before you graduate and
send out your resumes (o
future employers. They
won’t take too kindly for
your mistakes. Make yotir
education mean some
thing. Let’s sound like
we’re paying thousands 6f
dollars for a college edu
cation!

\
MORGAN MILLER
GVSU STUDENT
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Relay For Life aims
to raise awareness

i

SAMANTHA BELCHER

L STAFF WRITER

j Grand Valley State Uniprsity’s Colleges Against
tr organization is
sting the lOth-annual
;lay for Life fund raiser
/tpril 13 to 14 in the Fieldhpuse Arena. The actual
relay event will take place
ffom 6 p.m. to 6 a.m., but
t^ams can start setting up
tents at 4 p.m. and the Sur'vor Banquet begins at
, 30 p.m.
“It is a community event
to offer support for others,”
said Jessica Page, presi
dent of Colleges Against
Cancer.
Page said about 1,500
people are signed up to
participate so far, but usuy the amount of people
it actually attend is much
sater.
! Sarah Roper, vice presi
dent of CAC, said about
2,500 people are expected
to attend.
“So many people are af
fected by cancer that they
[the participants] want to
go,” Roper said adding that
this is one of the biggest
campus events at GVSU.
According to GVSU’s
Relay for Life website, 102
teams have signed up so far
ranging from Campus Din
ing and the Grand Valley
Police Department, to the
GVL Archive
GVSU football program
Fighters: Attendees walk in the 2011 Relay For Life at GVSU.
and many fraternities and
sororities.
"[The event is] a great
way to bring the campus
"[The event is] a great way to bring
community together,” said
y
the campus community together."
Savanna Rayner, American
Cancer Society staff part
ner to CAC.
Roper said the CAC
hopes to raised 107,000 for
the American Cancer Soci
X
SAVANNA RAYNER
ety this year. At last year’s
A
COLLEGES AGAINST CANCER
event, more than $100,000
V
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
was donated to the organi
zation.
. However, the event
is not only about raising
money, but also supporting
GVSU community sup
The Colleges Against
each other, Page said.
Cancer organization has
During the Relay for ports them.
As part of the fundraiser, about 70 active members
Life, many events will take
GVSU
will also host a Fear that will be volunteering at
place to entertain the par
ticipants, like the perfor Factor event, Fight Back the event.
“I hope that we have
mance of GVSU’s A Cap- ceremony and Mr. Relay
pella group GrooVe at the pageant, which allows men more participation than
to dress up as women and ever and raise more money
Survivor Banquet.
Alison Haney, music di compete against one an than last year,” Roper said.
Sign-ups are still open
rector for GrooVe, said this other.
“[Students should par for participation in the re
is a great way for college
students to help people in ticipate] because cancer lay. For more information
need, and she added that affects everyone,” Romper visit www.relayforlifegvshe hopes the people af said. “It’s a great cause, su.com.
sbelcher® lanthorn .com
fected by cancer know the and a lot of fun.”
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Lets make a deal: Grand Valley State University's Assistant Director of Career Services,
Breeann Gorham, said students who receive job offers should take at least 24 hours to review
the initial offer before accepting, but remember to always express gratitude and excitement.

Career Services offers
tips for negotiating pay
BY ANDREW JUSTUS
GVL ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Degree or no degree, all
students at Grand Valley
State University will one
day be offered a job some
where.
While GVSU goes to
great lengths to make sure
students are ready to do
work in their field, it is also
important to get decent
compensation in the form of
salary and benefits.
Breeann Gorham, assis
tant director of Career Ser
vices, offered a few tips for
students in regards to han
dling job offers.
“The first thing they
should do is express grati
tude and interest,” Gorham
said. “But students should
ask for at least 24 hours to
review the offer.”
Allowing time to review
an offer from a prospective
employer is important be
cause it allows time for the
student to go over the offer
and find items to negoti
ate, Gorham said. Students
should also look up what
the top and bottom 10 per
centiles of earners in their
field on the Bureau of Labor
Statistics website, www.bls.
gov. •
“Someone with little ex
perience should probably
aim for the bottom 20 per
cent (of salaries),” she said.

DO S and DON TS
^ of salary negotiations
W//////////////////////////////Z
.

n

I DO

runit
%‘>l Tiff
IW M

ask for complete informa
information
regarding compensation

I DON'T

I

| DO

I

accept the offer right away

weigh merit over personal
needs when thinking about
compensation

4///////////////////////////////////////%

Gorham said employ
ers will typically start with
a figure at the bottom of a
$5,000 range that they are
willing to pay. The range of
possible compensation will
vary based on the employer
size and mission, she said.
As a rule smaller businesses
will tend to pay lower sala
ries than the largest firms,
and nonprofits will also
have smaller compensation
packages overall.
There is more to com
pensation than just dol
lars and cents, benefits
and what Gorham called
“perks” are also an impor

tant bargaining item.
“If salary is low stu
dents should look at ben
efits and insurance as a
bargaining item,” Gorham
said, adding that students
should not to forget about
items such as vacation days
and flexible hours as pos
sible items to negotiate.
“At the end of the day we
try to tell students it’s a per
sonal decision... and your
first job is never your last, is
it a step in the direction to
their ultimate career goals,”
Gorham said.
assistantnews®
lanthorn.com
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SPORTS

SHORTS
Schepel wins player
of the week
This Monday, Grand
Valley State University
baseball pitcher Kyle Sche
pel was named the Great
Lakes Intercollegiate Ath
letic Conference's "Pitcher
of the Week." During game
one of the Lakers' doubleheader against Ashland
University last week, Sche
pel, a senior, threw six shut
out innings and allowed
only three hits.The victory
gave Schepel 27 career vic
tories, a GVSU record. He
currently leads the GLIAC
in strikeouts (39), wins
(5), strikeouts looking (17)
and is second in innings
pitched (35.2) and eighth
in the ERA (1.77). Schepel's
career record stands now
at 27-4 with a 3.24 ERA
during his 46 appearanc
es. This season, he is 5-1.
Schepel will join the Lak
ers on Friday and Saturday
as they travel to Saginaw
State University, where
they will participate in a
pair of double-headers.

16th Annual Wheel
Run approaches
On April 14, Grand Val
ley State University's Phys
ical Therapy Class of 2013
will host the 16th Annual
Wheel Run. Attendees will
have the choice of either 5k
or 10k, as well as the op4ion to walk, run, or hand
cycle.The event will be $15
for GVSU students and $20
for non-students. Proceeds
will go to‘Alternatives in
Motion, an organization
that provides wheelchairs
to individuals who do not
qualify for other.assistance
and who can't obtain such
equipment without finan
cial aid. Participants are
encouraged to register
now at www.qlternativesinmotion.org.
,

GVSU

SCHEDULE
BASEBALL
Friday at Saginaw Valley
State University, 1 p.m.
Friday at Saginaw Valley
State University, 3:30 p.m.
Saturday at Saginaw Val
ley State University, noon
Saturday at Saginaw Val
ley State University, 2:30
p.m.

VJVL WIWIIVO

Tightly wound: Grand Valley State University pitcher Kyle Schepel winds up during a previous game. Schepel lost his first game in nearly two seasons on March 24.

Senior focuses on team success after breaking career-wins record
BY BRADY FREDERICKSEN
GVL SPORTS EDITOR

fter losing to Lake Erie
College on March 24,
his first loss in nearly
two seasons. Grand
State University pitcher Kyle
Schepel stood just one win
away from one of the top re
cords in the team’s history —
most career wins.
It’s not about the indi
vidual accomplishments for
the senior-righty from Grand
Rapids. Schepel, who broke
former teammate Joe Jablonski’s record of 26-career wins
on March 31, has proven that
he’s more interested in work
ing toward the ultimate goal,
team success.
“It’s not really a big deal,
it’s more about the team then
individual goals,” said Sche
pel, who is 5-1 with a 1.77
ERA this season. “It was
cool to have (the record), but
it doesn’t really mean much

A

for me — it’s more about the
team playing our best.”
That says it all for the
team-first senior. With his
27th career victory coming
in a 1-0 victory over Ashland
Valley
University, the game marked
the peak of a continued im
provement throughout his
career.
Now, he’s the No. 1 starter
on the team, and is looked at
as a leader on and off the field.
His record-breaking win not
only served as a historic win
individually, but also as a win
that broke the Lakers out of a
two-game slump.
That’s what your ace is
supposed to do, be a stopper
when the team is struggling.
“He really sets the tone
for the weekend,” said
GVSU head coach Steve
Lyon. “He’s been so consis
tent with his effort through
out his four years here. He’s
certainly well-deserving of
the wins record now, and

M. GOLF

M.TENNIS
Friday vs Wayne State,
9:30 a.m

BY ZACH SEPANIK

M. TRACK

W. LACROSSE
Friday at Lake Erie, 12:30
Saturday atTiffin, 1 p.m.

W. SOCCER
Saturday at Ohio State 9

SOFTBALL
Friday vs Saginaw Valley
State University, 3:30 p.m.
Friday vs Saginaw Valley
State University, 5:30 p.m.
Saturday vs Saginaw Val
ley State University, 1 p.m.
Saturday .vs Saginaw Val
ley State University, 3 p.m.

W. TRACK
Saturday at Duke Univer
sity, 10 a.m.
Saturday at Michigan
State University, All Day
Saturday at Stanford
University, All Day

day,” Schepel said. “The
freshman, they still have four
years, so they have a pretty
long time to figure things out.
It’s just to set a good example
for the young guys.”
He applauds his offense
and defense, saying they’re
the ones who deserve the
credit. He throws the ball, but
someone has to field it and
drive in runs.
Schepel has an outside
shot at breaking one more re
cord here in his final season.
Already with the wins and 1
strikeout record — Phil Mixter’s record of 190 was broken
on March 17 against Urbana
College — he stands 48 in
nings away from breaking the
all-time innings pitched re
cord, one he could break with
good health and a lengthy
postseason run for the team.
Another record would be
nice, but that postseason run
sounds good, too.
sports@ lanthorn £om

Split has Lakers searching for answers
GVL STAFF WRITER

Saturday at Duke Univer
sity, 10 a.m.
Saturday at Michigan
State University, All Day
Saturday at Stanford
University, All Day

to reach the NCAA Division
II College World Series, and
that rubs off on his team
mates.
“He’s a really great pitcher
and it gives our team a lot
of confidence when he’s out
there,” said freshman short
stop Kevin Zak. “We know
every time out he’s going
to pitch a good game, so we
just have to focus on getting
in a few runs and we know
he’s going to take care of the
rest.”
Like any player, most no
tably pitchers, Schepel enjoys
winning, and a quick look at
his career numbers will tell
you that. He’s lost only four
starts in his entire GVSU ca
reer, including a junior season
that saw him finish with a per
fect, 11-0 record and honors
as a Daktronics Second Team
All-American.
“It’s three and a half, four
years of work, so (the fresh
man) see us working every

BASEBALL

Sunday at University of
Indianapolis, All Day

that’s a feather in his cap.”
That consistency has been
something cultivated over his
entire career at GVSU. On
top of his successes in the win
column, Schepel has limited
opposing hitters to a .226 av
erage these last two seasons
while not allowing a home
run since his sophomore sea
son.
“I don’t know that there’s
a better record to have, it just
shows that you know how to
go out and win,” Lyon said.
“When you have your best
pitcher also a guy that works
extremely hard and knows
what to do to prepare himself,
it rubs off on the rest of the
pitching staff.”
Despite pitching behind
Jablonski for three years,
Lyon feels Schepel has im
proved as a leader, as has his
work ethic. He boasts a confi
dence as well, something that
might come with being a se
nior who’s seen what it takes

Inconsistency has plagued their
season to this point, and the No. 21
Qrand Valley State University base
ball team took the road they’ve rou
tinely traveled this season as' roadtrip to Hillsdale University yielded
a 6-4 win in game one, but 5-2 loss
in game two on Tuesday.
“It is kind of the way we have
played this year — not as good
as we like, but not terrible,” said
GVSU head coach Steve Lyon. “It
just seems like we can’t get over
that hump and string a few wins in a
row together. But we will keep plug
ging away. We just played OK. but
not great in any phase of the game.”
That “hump” has prevented the
Lakers (15-9. 5-5 GLIAC) from
starting any solid winning streak.
Furthermore, the doubleheader split
to the Chargers (4-20, 2-10 GLIAC)
has GVSU on the outside looking in
when it comes to playing in the GLI
AC tournament.
A come-from-behind effort and
relief pitching helped the Lakers earn
the win in game one and strengthen
those post-season aspirations.
Senior Cory Rademacher started
and pitched 3.1 innings, giving up
eight hits and three runs, before giving
way to senior Brett Gwaltney with the
score tied at three. After one inning of

relief that resulted in two hits, a walk
and a run, giving GVSU their first
deficit of the game, senior Jacob Cox
came in to lock things down.
Down 4-3 in the top of the sixth,
freshman shortstop Kevin Zak hit a
one-out single. He was followed by
a single from junior second baseman
Stephen Claypool, who would eventu
ally score in the inning.
An RBI single by Zak in the top of
the sixth scored senior left fielder Steve
Anderson, putting the game out of
reach and giving Cox his second win
of the season. Junior relief pitcher Brad
Zambron pitched the final 1.1 innings,
shutting down the Hillsdale offense to
earn his fifth save.
Zak led the offense, collecting two
hits, a run scored and an RBI, while
also earning two walks. Also adding
two hits each to the mix were Ander
son and senior catcher Jared Cowan.
“We were hitting the ball hard. Ev
eryone up and down the lineup contrib
uted,” Zak said. “Overall, we are going
to figure it out and become more con
sistent. Our outlook on the season is to
just keep getting! better. We want to be
at our best at the end of the season.”
While the Lakers fought hard to
come out with a win in game one, the
nightcap saw the GVSU offense sty
mied by Chargers freshman starting
pitcher Shane Armstrong, who pitched
six innings, striking out three and giv
ing up only six hits.

GVL / Robert Mathews

Swing, batter: Junior Chris Rudenga (18) at bat against Ashland University.

The Lakers got things started ear
ly, however, as consecutive doubles
by senior Zach Laupp, who started
at catcher, and Anderson gave the
Lakers a quick 1-0 lead after the top
of the first inning.
Hillsdale took the lead in the bot
tom of the inning and would add two
runs in the bottom of the fifth inning
and one more in the sixth to cap off
the scoring. Senior left fielder Mike
Blanchard led the Chargers with
two hits and three runs scored, help
ing rough up Laker starting pitcher
senior Chris Whitney, who surren
dered eight of the 10 Hillsdale hits,
and four of the five runs.

“Hillsdale is a good hitting team,
a better hitting team than we gave
them credit for,” Rademacher said.
“They are much better than a 4-20
team. But, we could have thrown
better. The difference in the games
was just execution. We laid down
some good bunts and we had run
ners in scoring position numerous
times in both games and we weren’t
able to get them around to score.”
Opportunity is knocking as the Lak
ers now travel to University Center.
Mich., for a pair of doubleheaders on
Friday and Saturday against GLLACleading Saginaw Valley StateUniversity.
zsepanik@ lanthorn xom

http://www.gvsuoffcampushousing.com
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Gig things ahead

GVL / Robert Mathews

$plit: Grand Valley State University junior Hannah Santora pitches against Ferris State. The
softball team lost its first game against Hillsdale before coming back for a win in game two.

Lakers split Hillsdale doubleheader
we didn’t put them together.
I don’t think our team lost
any confidence during that
ri
f i
haking off a game first game, but we had to
one loss is always scrap for that second win,
difficult, but it often which was a great one to
marks the difference get.”
be
During game one, the
tween splitting a doubleLakerS werekept at hay "by
"header &nd losing outright.
On Wednesday, the Lak Hillsdale’s Laura Homan,
ers hosted Hillsdale Univer the Great Lakes Intercol
sity for an afternoon double- legiate Athletic Confer
header that resulted in a 3-0 ence softball “Pitcher of
shutout loss for GVSU as the Week.” While Hills
dale earned a single run in
well as a 3-2 victory.
, “We knew we would the first and two more in
>e playing some close and the third, the Lakers found
ough games against Hills- themselves unable to fol
lale,” said GVSU coach low through on hits, which
mg Woods. “During game earned the team a 3-0 loss.
“Their pitcher is tough,
>ne, we got some hits, but
BY JON VAN ZYTVELD

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
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Lanthorn Advertising Sales
Team Member

*

Job Requirements:
-15 hours per week minimum
-Sales Experience
-PersonalTransportation

Job Description:

Experience you 'll gain:

-Meetingand building
relationships with clients
- Prospecting new clients
-Selling ad space in the
Lanthorn's Print and Online
editions
- Following procedure to
meet bi-weekly deadlines

- Professional client
interaction
- Media planning
- Marketing
- Organizational and time
management skills
-Relationship building
-Copywriting
-Teamwork

Compensation:

-10% commission on ad sales + stipend
- May be used for internship credit
When do I start?

Positions open to start immediately, Summer and
Fall 2012
If Interested:
Contact Kevin Hausfeld
Email: advertlslnQQlanthorn.com
Phone:(616)331-2484
Pick up an application from the Lanthorn Office
0051 Klrkhofand return with a resume and
cover letter. Please Indicate when you are
available to start

but I feel like we did fine,”
said Laker pitcher Hannah
Santora, who shared the cir
cle with Andrea Nicholson
during the double-header. ,
“It was a tough game and
they’re a good team. We had
to adjust our play between
the tw5 game's. We also
have to work on hitting a bit
before our next game.”
The Lakers returned from <
the break with the resolve
that was necessary to ac
curately combat Hillsdale.
Both teams scored a run in
the second inning, and while
Hillsdale was able to cap
ture one more in the fourth,
the Lakers scored two runs
in the fifth to gain the lead.
The final score was 3-2.
“I think we all gathered
our thoughts between the
two games,” said junior des
ignated player Katie Martin,
who recorded a double dur
ing game two. “We got a lit
tle practice in and managed
to improve a bit. At the end
of the game, we told our
selves that it’s a new pitcher,
it’s a new game.”
The Lakers will host Sag
inaw Valley State University
for double-headers on Sat
urday and Sunday. With the
ongoing rivalry between the
two teams, more is at stake
than just the games and the
Lakers are putting in extra
time on and off the field to
practice, analyze, and im
prove before the upcoming
games.
“We’ll look at their stats
and analyze what we’re go
ing to need to do to beat
them,” Martin said. “We’re
out to get them; they beat us
like six times last year. We’d
like to win all four games, if
we can.”
The Lakers are prepared
for a tough series of games,
but coach Woods remains
confident that, with some
work in practice, the team
should be able to combat the
rival school.
“Saginaw was our neme
sis last year,” he said. “We’d
like to come out and play
well against them. They lost
their pitcher from last year,
but they have a transfer
pitcher from Eastern Michi
gan University who’s done
quite well for them this sea
son. We’ll just have to see
what the weekend brings,
assistantsports
lanthorn.o-
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Leader of the pack: Grand Valley State University's Jerry Baltes (pictured above), has
won more than 30 GLIAC Coach of theYear titles in his 13 years as head coach of
GVSU'& men and women's cross country, indoor and outdoor track and field teams.

Behind the success
Baltes leads with communication, hard work
BY ZACH SEPANIK
GVL STAFF WRITER

When it comes to cham
pionships at Grand Valley
State University, the men’s
and women’s cross country
and track and field teams
have risen to the top multi
ple times. The man behind
that, head coach Jerry Bal
tes, has led the charge and
become synonymous with
GVSU and that winning
tradition.
With numerous acco
lades, including 30-plus
GLIAC Coach of the Year
titles over his 13 years as
head coach of the GVSU
men’s and women’s cross
country, indoor and out
door track and field teams,
there is not a shadow of a
doubt as to his abilities to
teach.
“He is very good at be
ing extremely involved in
your training the first cou
ple years until you have a
chance to get a good handle
on what it takes to become
better, and what it takes to
reach your full potential,”
said senior distance runner
Anthony Witt. “Over my
third and fourth year, he
has let us tweak our train
ing to what we need it to be
for ourselves. At this point,
if you truly want to become
better, you know what it
takes and he understands
that.”
As Baltes will tell any
one, he would not be in the
position he is today, or for
that matter, be experienc
ing the success he is, with
out the help of others.
“I was fortunate early
on in my coaching career
to be given the opportunity
by [GVSU athletic direc
tor] Tim Selgo,” Baltes
said. “When I got the job I
was only 24 years old, so

l

"The great thing about Jerry is that
he is always there. He is always there
to support and cheer me on, even if
he isn't directly coaching me."

ADRIENNE CHANDLER
SENIOR, LONG-DISTANCE SPRINTER

he took a chance on me.
It’s special because of the
people that are here from
our administration, to our
faculty, coaches and stu
dents.”
It was his upbringing
in a small farming town
in northern Indiana called
Rolling Prairie that helped
Baltes establish a firm set
of beliefs and values that
are still evident in his dayto-day actions and philoso
phy as head coach.
"Farming is not fun,
but it did teach me the
importance of hard work
and getting stuff done,”
Baltes said. “If you want
stuff done right, you have
to take ownership and a lot
of times you have to do the
work yourself. I think that
is the biggest thing that I
am reminded of everyday.
You can’t sit back and ex
pect, or rely, on everyone
around you to get it done.
You have to do your part
and if everyone does their
part, good things will hap♦
pen.ft
His commitment to the
university and the cross
country, as well as indoor
and outdoor track and field
programs, is something
that corresponds to the loy
alty to his wife Samantha,
his daughter Alicen, 7, and
son Jack, 4.
“My wife 4nd I have
established a family and

we are happy here and I
am excited to go to work
every day,” Baltes said;
“The focus is on helping
young student-athletes get
better each and every day
and every step of the way,
whether that is at practice,
in the classroom or in their
everyday lives. I think you
have to lead by example.
That is the best way to get
people’s attention.”
Whether leading the
Lakers to a National Cham
pionship, receiving the
2009 Division II National
Women’s Indoor Track and
Field Coach of the Year
award, or grooming AllAmerican athletes like a
bakery chums out pastries,
the mentality and character
Baltes exemplifies remains
the same.
“The great thing about
Jerry is that he is always
there,” said fifth-year se
nior long sprinter Adrienne
Chandler. “He is always
there to support me and
cheer me on, even if he
isn’t directly coaching me!
He is constantly communii
eating and he does so much
behind-the-scenes
work
and stuff that we do not
even think about. He puts
in so much time, but never
asks to be noticed. He does
all that work without ever
expecting glorification.”
zsepanik @ lanthorn com
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Sweet swing: Sarah Hoffman is hits at a previous tournament.The senior finished fourth overall at the "Give 18 Fore Cancer" classic in Ohio, carding a score of 150 (+6) after the two-day event.

Close victory keeps women aware during trip to Ohio Dominican classic
&Y MELANIE HUHN
GVL STAFF WRITER

dding a fifth win to its sea
son record over the week
end, the Grand Valley State
University women’s golf team
took home more than a victory, but
also a lesson that every win won’t
be an easy one.
! The Lakers traveled to Pataskala, Ohio, last weekend for the Ohio
Dominican “Give 18 Fore Cancer”
classic, taking home the top spot.
The team, ranked No. 10 in the na
tion, fought off regional competi
tor California University of Penn
sylvania with a one-stroke victory.
! Starting off with a comfortable
Opening round, the Lakers shot a
combined score of 300, giving
them a 13-stroke lead on the field

heading into the second round on
Sunday. Senior Sarah Hoffman
tied her personal best this sea
son with a 69, while sophomore
Veronica Ryan followed in Hoff
man’s strokes shooting the second
best score on the team, 75, finish
ing the first round.
It wasn’t until the second day
that women’s head coach Rebec
ca Mailloux began to worry after
her girls slowly started to lose the
lead. Consistency and lucky shots
weren’t on the Lakers side the sec
ond day letting a few loose shots
add up big numbers.
“Things just weren’t going right
on the course that normally would,
like making putts or hitting an ex
tra shot here and there that weren’t
there the day before,” Ryan said.
Even after lessening their lead

with a few unlucky shots and bo
geys, the Lakers prevailed, finish
ing the round with a score of 319.
Hoffman finished fourth overall
with total of 150 (+6). The Lakers
carded both rounds with the score
of 619 to California (Pa.), 620. It
wasn’t that the fact that they miss
hit a few shots here and there it
was the amount of points that they
won by.
“The win was way too close for
comfort but knowing that we can
struggle as must as we did and still
pull out the win is comforting,”
Hoffman said. “Most of the region
al teams and GLIAC teams were
there, which made winning that
much more important. It makes
us very happy going into our post
season play to be comfortable with
where we are at and we can im

prove on things from here.”
With a week of practice ahead
of the team, head coach Mailloux
knew the Lakers would pull off
the win but saw areas to work im
prove. One of the more important
aspects for the team last weekend
was putting. Not one Laker putted
lower than a score of 32 on the
green, which ultimately led to the
big numbers.
“Take it day by day, week by
week, tournament by tournament
and never getting too ahead of
ourselves,” Mailloux said. “We are
just working on the things we need
to work on like our short game of
putting and tweaking things here
and there.”
When it comes down to it, the
Lakers have the confidence to play
their game and Mailloux advised

i
them to take the season step-bystep.
“I told them from the beginning
of the season to try and not look
ahead,” she said. “It is a process
and we don’t want to be at our
peak performance at this point df
the season.”
The Lakers will be back oft
the green this weekend traveling
to Pana, Ill., for the Oak Terrace
Spring Invitational on April 14
and 15.
“We learned that we are out on
the course to not to just play and let
it get to us but that we need to real
ize that we don’t have easy wins,”
Ryan said. “It’s not all about play
ing for us, we really want to push
ourselves farther than we can re
ally go.”
mhuhn @ lanthorn £om
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GV men continue to show improvement
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
GVL STAFF WRITER

One thing that can be difficult for all ath
letes is getting back to mid-season form fol
lowing a long layoff.
For the reigning GLIAC Champions, the
Grand Valley State men’s golf team contin
ues down the road of getting back to their
winning ways.
The Lakers took third place in the Jewell
Classic in Georgetown, Ky., at Cherry Blos
som Golf Course, the second Great Lakes
Regional tournament of the season. GVSU
shot rounds of 292 (+4) and 296 (+8) to fin
ish at 588 (+12), just four strokes off the
pace set by tournament winner and host
Northern Kentucky University.
“I thought we did some really good
things,” said head coach Don Underwood.
“I’m seeing some positives and I think the
guys are going in the right direction, but I
think we’re still in a position to continue to
improve.”
This was only the second tournament for
the Lakers during this spring season. GVSU
took fourth place in their last meet, the
Northern Kentucky Spring Classic.
“I thought we did a little better on the
greens,” Underwood said. “Guys are play
ing solid, but we haven’t gotten anyone
playing really good yet, and I think we’re
getting close to that .”
Senior Travis Shooks and sophomore
Chris Cunningham both finished in a tie for
16th on the individual leader board with a
146 (+2). Senior Nick Gunthorpe came in
a tie for 24th with a score of 148 (+4), and
junior Chase Olsen finished in a tie for 35th
with a score of 150 (+6). Sophomore Jack
Rider rounded out the scoring for GVSU
with a 158 (+14), which was good for a tie
for 95th.
“If you look at where they’re finishing as
individuals, they’re finishing in respectable
positions,” Underwood said. “But we’re not
getting guys competing to win golf tourna
ments. Once that happens I think we will
have a little more success.”
GVSU managed to overcome their slow
start on Saturday where they finished the
day in sixth, to charge back on Sunday to
finish third. However, GVSU still feels like
they can improve on closing out rounds
strongly.
“We need to finish a little better,” Rider
said. “We gave quite a few shots away down
the stretch that really cost us at winning this
weekend. It’s always been an aspect of our

GVL Archive

Moving on up: SeniorTravis Shooks hits at a previous match.The senior carded a 146 (+2) last weekend, good for a 16th place overall finish.

"I'm seeing some
positives and I think the
guys are going in the
right direction, but I think
we're still in a position to
continue to improve."

DON UNDERWOOD
GVSU HEAD COACH

game that has plagued us in the past, so I
think we need to focus a little more down
the stretch and I think if we can do that, we
will have a lot of opportunities to win tour
naments.”
The Lakers will continue to improve and
work on their games for the rest of the sea
son. The next tournament will be the third
Great Lakes Regional in Noblesville, Ind.,
on Sunday and Monday. Until then, GVSU
plans to continue to work on their individual
games.
“We do have room to improve, each of us
individually have our weak spots,” Shooks
said. “For me it’s driving, but for others it’s
putting, irons or short game. We each all
have different things that we need to work
on and continue to improve on.”
bderouin ® lanthorn .com
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Local love: Ann Arbor natives Macpodz (pictured) will be performing in Grand Rapids on April 12 at Founders Brewing Company for free. Macpodz has played at festivals like Rothbury and Summer Camp.

ii
“Sugar Sweet” was featured in a cellphone
commercial. This should be a lighthearted
show from a fun group that refuses to take
themselves too seriously.
Also this Saturday the North American
Choral Company will be spotlighting vocal
BY CHRIS LAFOY
jazz artist Sunny Wilkinson. Wilkinson has
GVL STAFF WRITER
been involved in other NACC concerts in the
past year, but this performance will be totally
arch brought some incredible based around her. Patrons will be treated to a
shows to Grand Rapids, from the great performance within the impressive walls
Black Keys to Jane’s Addiction, of the Van Andel Museum Center.
LOMOBB to Life Size Ghost. As the weather
Metal fans will be deaf and tired after
pulls people out of the house and to the city. April . The first show the more serious metalGrand Rapids venues are pulling the talent to heads will want to catch is Mastodon and
their stages.
Opeth. Described as a sludge-metal band,
The Pyramid Scheme will be hosting the the southern rockers in Mastodon have been
pop/rock group the Icicles on Sunday. This one of the few hard metal bands to break the
colorful five-piece describes themselves as Billboard top ten. Opeth has been classified
“Cheery retro-futurist popsters.” The group as either black-metal or death-metal. This
may be most recognizable for their single Swedish group will share the Intersection

Icicles, Cannibal Corpse,
Kottonmouth Kings to
perform in Grand Rapids

M

stage with Mastodon on Saturday the 14th.
The intersection will continue the heavy
music the very next day by bringing one of
the more controversial bands of recent history.
Cannibal Corpse has been banned from play
ing in multiple countries, been scorned by Bob
Dole and Joe Lieberman, yet appeared in the
movie “Ace Ventura.” Cannibal Corpse’ vio
lent lyrics and imagery certainly limits their
appeal, but fans wont want to miss their op
portunity to catch this cult favorite.
The Founders Brewing Company will
be bringing in local favorites the Macpodz
to play for free on the 12th. This Ann Arbor
group had played festivals such as Rothbury
and Summer Camp in the past and continues
to tour nationally. Their sound is a mix of jam
and rock, and their stage show is as energetic
as any other Michigan group.
Founders will also be giving Grand Rapids
a chance to catch an international group. The

Guggenheim Grotto, a folk/pop duo from Ire
land, will be taking the Founders stage on the
19th. This will also be a free show. (
Also performing on the 19th is the always
interesting, usually controversial Californian
group the Kottonmouth Kings. The Kings dis
play a mix of rap and rock in a way that is
unique to say the least. Also on the bill will
be Twiztid. This rap duo from Warren Mich,
describes their music as “horrorcore,” a mix of
hardcore rap and imagery commonly found in
horror movies. This is another show that is not
for the easily offended.
90’s rock fans will want to go see the often J
overlooked but truly influential group Tor
toise. The music is a blend of indie rock with
smatterings of jazz and electronic progressing
it past the mundane. This group of music vet
erans will be at the Pyramid Scheme on the
25th.
clafoy@ lanthorn .com

'Richard III,' Bard
to Go auditions
open on Monday
BY BRIANA DOOLAN
GVL A&E EDITOR

GVL / Eric Coulter

In the thick of the action: Actors in Grand Valley State University's production of Antona Garcia duke it out on stage.

REVIEW:
BY STEPHANIE ALLEN
GVL STAFF WRITER

Do a Google search on “Antona Gar
cia,” and the first result will be from the
Grand Valley State University theater
department - and for good reason.
With help from theater professors
Karen Libman and James Bell and
Spanish professor Jason Yancey, the
talented group of students is making his
tory that the GVSU community should
not miss out on enjoying the first-ever
English adaptation of the classic Span
ish drama.
For a play that’s more than 400 years
old and with a lead actress that’s new
to the theater stage, it conjures up more
than just a good show — it provides
romance, sympathy and of course many
great laughs.
The beautiful and courageous Anto
na is portrayed as a strong and confident
patriot by Genesis Loza, who had very
little previous acting experience and
nothing to base her character off of.
Because this is the first English
adaption, none of the student fetors

'Antona Garcia' debut a
hilarious, exciting romp
had anything to base their characters off
of, but they managed to develop them in
an exciting and enjoyable way that kept
the audience's attention throughout both
acts of last weekend’s performances.
Bell and Yancey worked together
to translate the play into a hilariously
entertaining and action-packed adven
ture, so that even without knowing any
Spanish, audience members will always
understand what’s happening.
Even with the two “entremeses”
— or short skits before both acts —
performed completely in Spanish, the
over-the-top acting of Yancey’s 12
Spanish students allows for complete
comprehension.
Several well-rehearsed fight scenes
with swords, sticks, fists and even frying
paas are full of energy and sometimes
appear to be actually dangerous. And
for a woman. Antona really knows how
to knock the sexist soldiers out with her
tantalizing tricks.
But it isn’t all action, there’s a little
bit of romance too.
The show opens up with Antona’s
wedding, but her husband iln’t the only

man who is in love with her. The daring
rebel Conde, played by Chaz Bratton,
never gives up fighting for Antona,
feeding her quirky pickup lines and a
series of compliments.
The love isn’t just between two hu
mans though, one of the funniest scenes
is where Bartolo, played by Matt Bozek,
spills his love for his donkey that
died. Bozek’s acting of the lonesome
underdog character, who truly loved his
animal,couldn’t be better.
The 7:30 p.m. Saturday show has
been cancelled due to the Easter holiday,
but there are still three performances
this weekend: Thursday and Friday at
7:30 p.m., and Saturday at 2 p.m.
Jack Lane, the Louis Armstrong
Theatre Box Office manager, said Mon
day in an email to students that tickets
previously purchased for the cancelled
show can be refunded or exchanged for
an earlier showing.
Exchange or purchase tickets for
the remaining shows through the Louis
Armstrong Theatre Box Office, or pur
chase tickets at www.ticketmaster.com.
sallen ® lanthorn com

Interested in performing in the next year’s Shake
speare Festival or Bard to Go performances?
Auditions for the Fall 2012 Shakespeare Festival’s
“Richard III” and "BARD TO GO” will take place on
Monday in the Louis Armstrong Theatre from 8. to 10
p.m. and Tuesday in the Performing Arts Center Room
1506 from 5 to 7 p.m. Call backs will be determined
after auditions.
Those interested in auditioning must prepare two
contrasting monologues — 16 lines of Shakespeare and
a one-minute contemporary monologue.
A sign-up sheet for audition slots is now available in
the Louis Armstrong Box Office.
For more information call the Louis Armstrong Box
Office at 616-331-2300.
arts @ lanthorn .com

Courtesy Photo / Karen Libman

Shakespearian smiles: Members of a previous 'Bard to
Go" cast at GRand Valley State UniversifV pose.
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Congratulations

Roommates

Opportunities
Announcements
BBG
Communicatioins
Scholarship
http://bit.ly/GlosOJ Award
$1000, for students 16-21,
2.5 GPA or above, must have
1 full year remaining at time
of award. Two essay ques
tions. Deadline 30 June

2012.__________________________
Grand Rapids Community
Foundation
http://bit.ly/9MlnVc Many op
portunities with a general ap
plication, residents of Kent
County and graduates of sur
rounding high schools.
Awards vary, application
deadline April 1.
Grand Rapids Combined
Theater
http://bit.ly/zHp06D Award
$1000-3000, Deadline April
1. Must be full time theater
art major, provide an experi
ence at a local theater and 3
letters of recommendation
Have a cool car or truck?
Show it off at the GV Car
Show 2012 on April 14th,
from 11am-3pm. Located at
the GVSu— Allendale Cam
pus, Lot H. Proceeds benefit
Fashionn Has Heart. Register
at qvcarshow.com.
Hazing Awareness Scholar
ship
http://bit.ly/GloGW6 Award
700, enrollment in accredited
college with Greek Social
Setting,’ good standing with
2.0 GPA min. Deadline April

6.
Vote now for your 2012-2013
Student Senators. Elections
start April 1st and end April
7th. Results of the elections
will be announced April 9th.
IjfeJgmi VW9.be heard at
www.gvsu.edu/studentsenate

Female subleaser needed!
3bed/2bath. Rent is $304
and utilities. Security deposit
is $316.33. Move in ASAP.
Lease ends June 30th.
Please email Nicole at hillnic@mail.gvsu.edu if inter
ested
Roommate needed for
2012-2013 school year. 48
West. Available for summer
move-in. 3 current room
mates. Furnished townhome.
Please contact Bryanna at
cikeshb@mail.gvsu.edu for
more info.
Subleaser
needed!
May-August 2012. Mystic
Woods Apt.
Rent
is
$410/month. Please contact
Stefani via call/text for more
info. (248)933-9994,_______

Employment
College Pro is now hiring
painters all across the state
to work outdoors w/other
students. Earn $3k-5k. Ad
vancement opportunities
plus
internships.
1-888-277-9787 or www.colleqepro.com.
Make lifelong friends. The Is
land House Hotel and Ryba’s
Fudge Shops are looking for
help in all areas: Front desk,
Bell Staff,Wait Stuff, Sales
Clerks, Kitchen, Baristas.
Housing, bonus and dis
counted
meals.
(906)-847-7196 www.theislandhouse.com___________

Housing

Boltwood
Apartments,
Pet-Friendly, Huge Bed
rooms, & a Bus Stop. Leases
start at $395.00 per month.
Call today to schedule a tour.
616-895-5875.
www. boltwoodg vsu. com
Campus View, live close to
campus and get the most for
your money. Apartments and
Townhouses
available,
Leases start at $285.00 per
month.
Call
Today!
616-895-6678 or visit
www.campusviewhousing.co
m

House available in July. 3bed
with central air, washer,
dryer, garage, basement.
Close to downtown. Rent is
$875/month.
Email
willshe@gvsu.edu for info
and photos.
Looking for Housing. One is
a GV student; the other is a
GV graduate. We need a year
lease (not just a summer
sublease). If 2 rooms are
available, please contact jacobkat@mail.gvsu.edu or
616-681-1203.____________

Grand Rapids Public Mu
seum
Job Title: Events Intern for
2012 Gala
Location: Muskegon, Ml
Search Job ID: 15562697
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Lacks Enterprises, Inc.
Job Title: IT Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: $11 -$15/hr.
Search Job ID: 15562702
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs/

Opportunities
Michigan Spring & Stamping
Job Title: Engineering Intern
Location: Muskegon, Ml
Salary: $12/hr.
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Gordon Food Service, Inc.
Job Title: Multiple Internships
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: Paid
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Pridgeon & Clay, Inc.
Job Title: Reverse Engineer
ing/White Light Scanning
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15562737
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Ameriprise Financial Serv
ices, Inc.
Job Title: Financial Services
Intern
Location: Petosky, Ml
Search Job ID: 15562692
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

West Michigan Environmen
tal Action Council
Job Title: Multiple Internships
Available
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
For more information visit
www .gvsu .ed u/lakerjobs
MP Talent Management
Group
Job Title: Marketing/Social
Media Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15562709
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
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One letter stands for another. In this sample, A is used
for the three L's, X for the two O's, etc. Single letters,
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all
hints. Each week the code letters are different.
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Banks
Bond
Bluffs
Bridges
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Dredging
Estuary
Ferries

Fishing
Flooding
Fording
Headwater
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Rapids
Tributary
Waterfowl
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SCRAMBLERS

Unscramble the letters within each rectangle to form four ordinary words. Then
rearrange the boxed letters to form the mystery word, which will complete the gagl

Lavish

‘ SHLUP

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

Rare

EQUUIN
Band

KEWS

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★

□

Require

MADDEN

f Moderate ★ ★ Challenging
★ ★★ HOO BOY!
O 2012 King Features Synd., Inc.

UZGGBS

@ 2012 King Features Synd . Inc All rights reserved
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forward, backward, up. down and diagonally.
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Bartending. No Experience
Needed. High income
potential. Training courses
available.Call
1-800-965-6520 ext. 226

Sierra Club
Job Title: Political Internship
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 1552611
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

MAGIC MAZE •

4

Get Caught Promotion. Rules
and Restrictions. Only one
student or faculty is a winner
per issue. Readers will be
chosen at random through
out the week on campus.
The prize awarded is
to-be-determined at random
but may include gift cards,
t-shirts, etc. Winners are re
quested to have their picture
taken and answer some
questions to be published in
the Lanthorn.

Internships

5bed/2bath. House for rent,
clean, recently painted,
washer and dryer, stove, re
frigerator, basement storage, Attwood Corporation
close to GVSU Pew Down Job Title: Sales & Marketing
town. 302 Gold NW. Student Opportunity
$1000/month plus utilities. Location: Grand Haven, Ml
Search Job ID: 15562698
Available August possibly ,
FoV more information visit
July 2012. 616-454-9666.
www.gvsu.ecfu/lakerjob9 ••«
At 48west enjoy individual
leases, private bathrooms,
on-site bus stop & much Steelcase, Inc.
more! Call today for leasing
Job Title: Seating/Surface
information 616-895-2400,
Materials Marketing Intern
48west@48west.info,
Location:
Grand Rapids, Ml
www.48west.com
Search Job ID: 15562698
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs/
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Seniors showcase
work in BFA exhibits
BY BRIANA DOOLAN
GVL A&E EDITOR

rand Valley State
University
senior
and illustration ma
jor Randi Ford will
her work on display in the
Performing Arts Center
Gallery tonight beginning
at 5 p.m. on the Allen
dale Campus along with
senior Samantha Dains, a
studio arts major with an
emphasis in illustration.
Dains’ work includes 8 Il
lustrations from the major
arcana of tarot: The Fool,
The Magician, The Priest
ess, The Hierophant, The
Emperor, The Empress, The
Lovers and The Chariot.
“My work tries to weave
the past with the present,
and even those unfamiliar
with tarot will find the il
lustrations interesting and
understandable through the
symbolism used,” Dains
said.
Ford’s work features a
series of oil paintings and a
series of illustrations.
“My series of illustra
tions are inspired by seasons
that take place throughout
the year in Western Michi
gan, and allow the viewer
to contemplate humanity’s
relationship to the natural
world during these sea
sons,” Ford said.
Lastly, work by senior
art and design major Maria
Schultz will also be fea
tured at tonight’s reception.
She said her work — eight

G

GVL Archive

have

Passionate work: WGVU host Shelley Irwin interviews a guest at theWGVU radio station.

WGVU named Radio
Station of the Year
BY CORY FINKBEINER
GVL STAFF WRITER

Journeys

Courtesy Photo / Randi Ford

Journeys: Grand Valley State University seniors Randi Ford,
Samantha Dains and Maria Schultz will display their BFA
exhibits tonight at 5 p.m. the Art Gallery in GVSU’s PAC.

large, photo-realistic char
coal drawings based on
snapshots — conveys a lot
of emotion to the viewer.
“My work is about the time
I spend drawing becoming
a way of preserving memo
ries,” Schultz said. “The
drawings relate to me being

a military spouse and how
even the mundane memories
become as important as the
very significant ones. Even
though this work is person
al to me, I think it contains
feelings and themes that
many will relate to.”
arts @ lanthorn .com

BFA Schedule
Monday through
Friday
Reception: Thursday
from 5 to 7 p.m.
Padnos Student Gallery
in CAC
Gretchen Hein: painting,
Brian Westrick: ceramics

Monday through
Friday
Reception: Thursday
from 5 to 7 p.m.
GVSU Art Gallery in the
PAC
Samantha Dains: illus
tration, Maria Schultz:
illustration, Randi Ford:
illustration

April 9 to 13
Reception: April 12 from
5 to 7 p.m.
Luke Moneypenny:
painting

April 9 to 13
Reception: April 12 from
5 to 7 p.m.
Dulcee Boehm: visual
studies, Rachel Kauff:
printmaking, Melissa .
Thibadou: printmaking

Downtown-Off

Campus

The Michigan Association of Broad
casters named WGVU Radio Station of the
Year for 2011, and also awarded WGVU
Radio with five Best in Category awards.
WGVU received a total of 14 awards at the
MAB ceremony held on March 14.
“It is certainly a team effort to win a
Station of the Year award and everyone, at
WGVU has worked hard to achieve this
level of excellence,” said WGVU General
Manager Michael Walenta in a press re
lease. “It’s so rewarding to be recognized
by your peers for doing the type of work
you’re passionate about on a daily basis.”
Walenta also commended Grand Valley
state University for recognizing the poten
tial of WGVU early on.
“They’ve had the wherewithal to stick
with WGVU,” he said. “They’ve had the
wherewithal to see what WGVU is capable
of.”
WGVU has to endure less than ideal
radio signal strength because they are a
relatively young station in the area, Walenta
said.
“We do really high quality work with
what we’re given.” he said, then compared
WGVU’s MAB award to GVSU, “Grand
Valley isn’t given awards for how many
students they have; they’re given awards
based on the quality of the classes... Any
thing Grand Valley does that’s of note, we

will cover. It’s a great way to get that news
to the community.”
The Michigan Association of Broadcast
ers didn’t focus on the number of listeners
reached during its award ceremony; they fo
cused on quality programming, and WGVU
was given high honors in this regard.
“I think students should appreciate the
ability to enjoy and be informed by NPR,”
said WGVU News Director and multiple
MAB award-winner Patrick Center.
WGVU Radio provides the Grand Rap
ids area with Grand Rapids centered pro
gramming on 88.5 FM, and they also pro
vide something unique to any NPR station.
“We’re the first NPR channel in histo
ry to run oldies, hits of the ‘50s, ‘60s and
‘70s,” Walenta said. “The number of people
tuning into the station continues to grow.”
The oldies station is another way to ex
pand NPR’s tradition of conservation, said
Center.
“When you think of NPR, it’s there to
preserve, preserve jazz, preserve classical
music,” he said.
And now it’s preserving the oldies.
“We have AM stations at WGVU, we
have FM stations, and we have televisions,”
said Walenta.
If you’re interested in seeing what
WGVU has to offer, tune into channel 35
or 52 on television, or 88.5 FM, 95.3 FM,
1480 AM or 850 AM or you could down
load their new app.
cfinkbeitier® lanthorn .com
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April 13
6 to 11 p.m.
REACT Show: GVSU
Graphic Design Senior
Show,
Christine Westmaaas:
visual studies, Jessica
Pleyel: visual studies

April 16 to 20
Reception: April 19 from
5 to 7 p.m.
Maureen McDonald:
ceramics, Lauren Menapace: illustration, Dana
Hillebrand: sculpture
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Need a place to
sleep oext year?
Let the lanthorn help you out
with the GVSU Off-Campus
Housing website
*

NEED TO ADVERTISE FOR AN
UPCOMING EVENT?

Find a roommate with
FREE Classifieds!
Search local Housing
Options
www.gvsuoffcampushousing.com
http://www.gvsuoffcampushousing.com/

United » young designers of GVSU, Un**r>ity
Pnmotom strive* tocfeftte a community of desrjn
advertising. and communicatnn Ourgoal i» topiovtde
you with aeothe*t ally and conceptually engaging
design that tangly communicates your YMoi
Phone 616 ^1
Email Uptirth3V9U edu

